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Visinelli and Gondolo [Phys. Rev. D 91, 083526 (2015), hereafter VG15] derived analytic expressions
for the evolution of the dark matter temperature in a generic cosmological model. They then calculated the
dark matter kinetic decoupling temperature Tkd and compared their results to the Gelmini and Gondolo
[J. Cosmol. Astropart. Phys. 10 (2008) 002, hereafter GG08] calculation of Tkd in an early matter-dominated
era (EMDE), which occurs when the Universe is dominated by either a decaying oscillating scalar field or a
semistable massive particle before Big Bang nucleosynthesis. VG15 found that dark matter decouples at a
lower temperature in an EMDE than it would in a radiation-dominated era, whileGG08 found that darkmatter
decouples at a higher temperature in anEMDE than itwould in a radiation-dominated era.VG15attributed this
discrepancy to the presence of a matching constant that ensures that the darkmatter temperature is continuous
during the transition from the EMDE to the subsequent radiation-dominated era and concluded that the
GG08 result is incorrect.We show that the disparity is due to the fact that VG15 compared Tkd in an EMDE to
the decoupling temperature in a radiation-dominated universe that would result in the same dark matter
temperature at late times. Since decoupling during anEMDE leaves the darkmatter colder than it would be if it
decoupled during radiation domination, this temperature ismuchhigher thanTkd in a standard thermal history,
which is indeed lower than Tkd in an EMDE, as stated by GG08.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In Ref. [1], Visinelli and Gondolo (hereafter VG15),
studied the kinetic decoupling of dark matter (DM) in
various thermal histories. In particular, they considered an
early matter-dominated era (EMDE), which occurs when
the energy content of the Universe is dominated by either a
decaying oscillating scalar field or a semistable massive
particle prior to Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN). They
defined the DM kinetic decoupling temperature Tkd in a
general cosmology by

γðTkdÞ ¼ HðTkdÞ; ð1Þ

where γ is the momentum-transfer rate between DM and
relativistic particles [1,2] and H is the expansion rate. In
Sec. V of their article, VG15 compared the value of Tkd in
an EMDE to the temperature at which DM would kineti-
cally decouple from the plasma in a radiation-dominated
(RD) era, Tkd;std. VG15 found that the value of Tkd is less
than the value of Tkd;std, which they interpreted to mean that
DM decouples at a lower temperature in an EMDE than it
would in a RD era.
This result contradicts Ref. [3], hereafter GG08, which

found that DM decouples at a higher temperature in an
EMDE than it would in a RD era. Figure 2 of Ref. [1]
highlights this apparent discrepancy for the case of p-wave
scattering; it shows that Tkd=Tkd;std < 1 for VG15

and Tkd=Tkd;std > 1 for GG08. VG15 state that the presence
of a matching constant that appears in their analytic
expression for Tkd is responsible for their disagreement
with GG08. In this comment we show that the disparity is
due to the way VG15 employs Tkd;std in their calculations.
VG15 thought they were comparing the value of Tkd to the
value of Tkd;std as defined by GG08: the temperature at
which DM would decouple from the plasma in a RD era.
However, VG15 used an expression for Tkd;std that corre-
sponds to the temperature at which DM would have had to
decouple in a RD era in order to reach the same temperature
as it has at the end of an EMDE. This definition of Tkd;std

only matches the GG08 definition if DM decouples during
radiation domination. Since EMDE scenarios leave DM
colder than it would be if it decoupled during radiation
domination [3,4], the expression VG15 use for Tkd;std yields
a much larger value of Tkd;std than the GG08 definition.
We emphasize that the mistake that we have identified
here does not affect the general expressions presented in
VG15; it is confined to the usage of Tkd;std in the EMDE
cosmologies considered in Sec. V of VG15.

II. RESOLVING THE DISCREPANCY

The GG08 result in Fig. 2 of VG15 is based on VG15
Eq. (77),

TGG
kd ¼

(
T2
kd;std

TRH
; for Tkd;std > TRH;

Tkd;std; for Tkd;std < TRH;
ð2Þ
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where Tkd;std is given by Eq. (1) in a RD universe,

γðTkd;stdÞ ¼ HradðTkd;stdÞ: ð3Þ

Here, HradðTÞ is the expansion rate in a RD universe as a
function of the plasma temperature T. We will refer to the
Tkd;std in Eq. (3) as TR

kd;std, where the superscript “R” stands
for “rate,” because it denotes the temperature at which the
momentum-transfer rate falls below the Hubble rate.
Thus, TR

kd;std is the temperature at which DM would
decouple in a RD universe. If we use Eqs. (1) and (3) to
define Tkd and TR

kd;std, respectively, then the GG08 con-
clusion that Tkd is greater than TR

kd;std must be correct. To
see this, consider the Friedmann equation in a RD era:
½HradðTÞ�2 ¼ ð8πG=3ÞρradðTÞ, where G is the gravitational
coupling constant and ρradðTÞ is the energy density of
radiation. If we consider the Hubble rateHðTÞ in an EMDE
at the same temperature T, then the Friedmann equation
implies

H2ðTÞ ¼ 8πG
3

½ρradðTÞ þ ρϕðTÞ� ≫ ½HradðTÞ�2; ð4Þ

because the energy density of the scalar field, ρϕðTÞ, is
much greater than ρradðTÞ during the EMDE. Therefore,

γðTR
kd;stdÞ ¼ HradðTR

kd;stdÞ < HðTR
kd;stdÞ; ð5Þ

which implies that at T ¼ TR
kd;std in an EMDE, DM has

already decoupled because the expansion rate exceeds the
momentum-transfer rate. Therefore, DM decouples at a
higher temperature (i.e. earlier) in an EMDE than it would
in a RD era, as implied by the GG08 result.
How did VG15 arrive at the opposite conclusion—that

DM decouples at a lower temperature in an EMDE than it
would in a RD era? The answer is that VG15 effectively
uses a different definition of Tkd;std than GG08, one that
does not match Eq. (3) for TR

kd;std outside of a RD era. The
VG15 result shown in Fig. 2 of VG15 is based on their
Eq. (78),

TVG
kd ¼

8<
:

T2
kd;std

TRH
½1þ 1

Γð3=4ÞC2�2; for Tkd > TRH;

Tkd;std½1þ 1
Γð3=4ÞC2�; for Tkd < TRH;

ð6Þ

where C2 is the value of the matching constant that ensures
that the DM temperature is continuous during the transition
from the EMDE to the ensuing RD era in VG15’s “broken
power-law” cosmological model (see Sec. Vof VG15), and
Γð3=4Þ refers to the gamma function ΓðuÞ ¼ R

∞
0 dte−ttu−1.

In their derivation of Eq. (6), VG15 used their Eq. (57) to
obtain the value of Tkd;std. This equation effectively defines

a new standard kinetic decoupling temperature, which we
will refer to as TVG

kd;std: VG15 Eq. (57) implies that

TVG
kd;std ¼

T2ðaLTÞ
TχðaLTÞ

�
2

2þ n

� 1
2þn

Γ
�
1þ n
2þ n

�
; ð7Þ

where n ≥ 0 is an integer set by the interactions between
DM and the plasma, such that γðTÞ ∝ T4þn. Equation (7)
must be evaluated long after the Universe becomes radi-
ation dominated, such that the quantity (T2=Tχ) is constant.
We denote the value of the scale factor at this time by aLT.
The numerical factor

KðnÞ≡
�

2

2þ n

� 1
2þn

Γ
�
1þ n
2þ n

�
; ð8Þ

in Eq. (7) was chosen to force Eq. (7) to give the same value
for the kinetic decoupling temperature as Eq. (3) if DM
decouples in a RD era. While the value of TVG

kd;std equals the
value of TR

kd;std if DM decouples during radiation domina-
tion, VG15 did not realize that the value of TVG

kd;std will be
much greater than the value of TR

kd;std if DM decouples in an
EMDE, which explains the tension between the VG15 and
GG08 results.
The reason for this temperature hierarchy is as follows:

TVG
kd;std is the temperature at which DM would have had to

decouple in a RD era in order to reach the same temperature
as it has at the end of an EMDE. DM is much colder at the
end of an EMDE than it would be if it decoupled during
radiation domination [3,4]. Therefore, TVG

kd;std must be much
larger than TR

kd;std, because DMwould have had to decouple
in a RD era much earlier than it normally would in order to
end up as cold as it is at the end of an EMDE. To understand
this effective definition of TVG

kd;std explicitly, consider
Fig. 1, which compares the evolution of the plasma and
DM temperatures in an EMDE scenario and a RD-only
cosmology for p-wave scattering (n ¼ 2). In the EMDE
scenario, the Universe is dominated by a decaying oscil-
lating scalar field until reheating, which occurs when the
EMDE ends and radiation domination begins at aRH ¼ 108

and TRH ¼ 5 GeV. In the RD-only cosmology shown in
Fig. 1, the Universe is radiation dominated up to arbitrarily
high plasma temperatures. In both of these cosmologies,
the plasma temperatures share the same late-time behavior.
The dashed curves in Fig. 1 depict the evolution of the

plasma temperature in the EMDE scenario (T), and the
evolution of the plasma temperature in the RD-only
cosmology (TRD). Note that TRD and T are indistinguish-
able from each other after reheating, which certifies that
Fig. 1 is comparing two cosmologies for which the plasma
temperatures share the same late-time behavior. Before
reheating, TðaÞ ∝ a−3=8 due to energy injection from the
decaying scalar field [5].
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The solid curves in Fig. 1 show the evolution of the DM
temperature in the EMDE cosmology (Tχ), and the evo-
lution of the DM temperature in the RD-only cosmology
(TRD

χ ). In producing these curves we set TR
kd;std ¼ 50 GeV,

which determines γðTÞ via Eq. (3) with n ¼ 2. Therefore,
the EMDE and RD-only cosmologies in Fig. 1 show DM
with the same mass mχ and velocity-averaged scattering
cross section, hσvi ∝ T2. In the RD-only scenario
TRD
χ ðaÞ≃ TRDðaÞ while γ ≳H and TRD

χ ðaÞ ∝ a−2 while
γ ≲H. In the EMDE scenario TχðaÞ≃ TðaÞ until γ ≲H,
TχðaÞ ∝ a−9=8 (quasidecoupled [4]) while γ ≪ H during
the EMDE, and TχðaÞ ∝ a−2 after reheating.
Figure 1 reveals why EMDE scenarios leave DM colder

than it would be if it had decoupled during radiation
domination [3,4]. The presence of a dominant energy
source other than radiation in EMDE scenarios requires
HðTÞ to be much greater thanHradðTÞ, which forces DM to

decouple earlier than it would during radiation domination.
As shown in the EMDE scenario of Fig. 1, earlier
decoupling allows Tχ to start decaying faster than a−1

much earlier than it does in the RD-only cosmology, which
enables the DM to reach a much lower temperature at
T ¼ TRH than it reaches at the same plasma temperature in
the RD-only scenario.
To further understand why Tχ is much less than TRD

χ after
the EMDE scenario in Fig. 1, consider the following: Fig. 1
shows that Tkd is greater than TR

kd;std if DM decouples
during the EMDE scenario, which is consistent with the
GG08 relation in Eq. (2): Tkd ≃ T2

kd;std=TRH for
Tkd;std > TRH (see also Ref. [6]). Since T ∝ a−3=8 during
the EMDE scenario and Tχ ∝ a−9=8 between decoupling
and reheating [4], TχðTRHÞ≃ Tkd;stdðTRH=Tkd;stdÞ5.
Therefore, the temperature of the DM particles is suppressed
by a factor of ðTRH=Tkd;stdÞ3 if they decouple during the
EMDE scenario as opposed to if they decouple in the RD-
only cosmology shown in Fig. 1. The two cosmologies in
Fig. 1 have identical plasma temperatures at late times, but
they exhibit very different DM temperatures at late times.
To apply the definition of TVG

kd;std in Eq. (7) to the EMDE
scenario shown in Fig. 1, we start at the solid Tχ ∝ a−2

segment and extrapolate back along the dot-dot dashed a−2

reference curve until we intersect the solid TRD ∝ a−1

segment. The intersection fixes the value of TVG
kd;std=Kð2Þ,

which implies that TVG
kd;std ¼ 86575 GeV, as given by

Eq. (7). Since TVG
kd;std far exceeds all of the other temper-

atures shown in Fig. 1, we have the temperature hierarchy
TVG
kd;std > Tkd > TR

kd;std > TRH, which confirms that the
temperatures TVG

kd;std and TR
kd;std are very different quantities

if DM decouples during the EMDE scenario. Whereas
TR
kd;std is the temperature at which DM would decouple

from the plasma in the RD-only cosmology, TVG
kd;std is the

temperature at which DM would have had to decouple in
the RD-only cosmology in order to reach the same temper-
ature as it has after the EMDE. The only way for DM to end
up as cold in the RD-only scenario as it is at the end of the
EMDE is if it decouples in the RD-only scenario much
earlier than it actually does. This is why the value of TVG

kd;std

is so much larger than the value of TR
kd;std if DM decouples

during the EMDE scenario.
VG15 acknowledged the difference between the defini-

tions of TVG
kd;std and TR

kd;std, but they overlooked it when they
specialized to p-wave scattering in an EMDE and compared
Eq. (6) to the GG08 relation in Eq. (2). As a result, VG15
concluded thatTkd < Tkd;std ifDMdecouples in anEMDE, in
conflict with the GG08 result which states that Tkd > Tkd;std

if DM decouples in an EMDE. VG15 incorrectly credited
this tension to the matching constantC2, but we now see that
the tension is due to the difference between the effective
definitions of Tkd;std in Eqs. (3) and (7).
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FIG. 1. The evolution of the plasma and DM temperatures in an
EMDE scenario and a RD-only cosmology for p-wave scattering.
The solid curves show the evolution of the DM temperature in the
EMDE scenario (Tχ) and in the RD-only cosmology (TRD

χ ).
The dashed curves show the evolution of the plasma temperature
in the EMDE (T) and in the RD-only cosmology (TRD). In the
RD-only cosmology, themomentum-transfer rate γ equalsH when
TRD ¼ TR

kd;std ¼ 50 GeV. In the EMDE scenario, the Universe is
dominated by a decaying oscillating scalar field until reheating,
which occurs when the EMDE ends and radiation domination
begins at aRH ¼ 108 and TRH ¼ 5 GeV. In the EMDE scenario, γ
equals H when T ¼ Tkd ¼ 791 GeV. The a−2 reference curve
(dot-dot dashed), which is normalized tomatchTχ at late times, and
the TRD ∝ a−1 curve, which is normalized to match T at late times,
intersect at a ¼ 6077. Equation (7) implies that this intersection
point sets the value of TVG

kd;std=Kð2Þ, where Kð2Þ≃ 1.03. This
figure shows that decoupling during the EMDE scenario requires
the temperature hierarchy TVG

kd;std > Tkd > TR
kd;std > TRH.
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III. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the disagreement between the VG15
and GG08 expressions for Tkd=Tkd;std is due to the fact that
they effectively use different definitions of Tkd;std. GG08
uses TR

kd;std, the temperature at which DM would decouple
in a RD era, while VG15 uses TVG

kd;std, the temperature at
which DMwould have had to decouple in a RD era in order
to attain the same temperature as it has at the end of an
EMDE. As we illustrate in Fig. 1, these temperatures are
vastly different if DM decouples in an EMDE scenario.
The discrepancy between the VG15 and GG08 results is

unrelated to the matching constant that links the EMDE to
the subsequent RD era at reheating. In fact, there would
have been no discrepancy if Fig. 2 of VG15 had simply
plotted Tkd vs TRH, instead of Tkd=Tkd;std vs TRH=Tkd;std,
because both VG15 and GG08 define Tkd by Eq. (1).
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